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Cloud descends on
Queenstown Hill, seen from the
kitchen/dining area of Emma Gould’s
Arthur’s Point home; orange squabs
on the Philippe Starck-designed Louis
Ghost dining chairs and a matching
Kartell light fitting add a punch of colour
to a monochrome decorative scheme
dominated by an interior feature wall in
creamy travertine stone and a kitchen
island top in ‘Ice Snow’ CaesarStone;
the floors are polished concrete.
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The White House
Modern, sophisticated and comfortable with a hint of glamour
– that’s the home and style of interior designer Emma Gould
words peta carey / photographs suellen boag
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Every corner of the cantilevered home was designed for
the sun and stunning views; here the bedroom looks out over
the Queenstown suburb of Arthur’s Point to Coronet Peak.
opposite (clockwise from top left) Emma’s father, an antiquarian bookseller,
gave her the Encyclopaedia Britannica collection that sits under a shelf in
the living room; the lamps are from Mid Century Design in Auckland.
Emma admits to a penchant for wearing either black or white – usually
white. Clean lines and cabinetry from local joiners Coronet Woodware
maximise the space in a relatively modest kitchen. Wheaten terrier Bassey
(“as in Shirley Bassey”) blends in with the travertine stone surrounding the
Jetstar gas fireplace; the wallpaper is ‘Orchid’ from Cole & Sons and the
light fitting is a mid-century George Nelson design. >
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This private deck
opens from the living area
on the western side of the
house, where it catches
the last of the evening
sun: “Summer nights are
glorious,” says Emma.
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at white flakes of snow fall silently and
dusky white clouds hang low over
Queenstown. It’s a monochrome world. At
Emma Gould’s home – a strikingly modern offwhite Oamaru stone design cantilevered out
over the Arthur’s Point hill – a frosted front door
etched with the name of her business, “White
Interiors”, opens. Emma emerges – blonde hair,
cream feathered top – to usher me into her light,
bright and overwhelmingly white abode.
London-born and raised, Emma has worked
as an interior designer in New Zealand for the
last 10 years and now calls it home. She has an
impressive resumé that includes projects at
London’s 10 Downing Street and palatial
residences in the UK and Europe. But, after a
decade of Kiwi life, what’s left of her English
accent could be mistaken for that of a privateschooled Cantabrian. Cup of tea? Too right.
Outside the snow keeps falling, but inside all
is light, space and warmth. Who was her
architect? “Me,” says Emma simply.
She used a couple of architects to flesh out
her ideas, but insists that every detail is her
own. White walls, a trademark Cole & Sons

wallpaper on the feature wall, polished concrete
floors, floor to ceiling windows – it all
contributes to a sense of space that makes the
250sqm home seem even larger.
As Emma enthuses, it’s the little things that
do the trick: the negative detail on the windows
and ceiling widens the view, the floor to ceiling
cavity sliding doors create a feeling of open
living and the horizon pool/water feature
extends the already panoramic views of the
Wakatipu Basin.
The effect is simple but not stark, practical
with a good dose of glamour, as the Gucci
gumboots by the front door suggest.
“My style is modern, sophisticated and
comfortable,” says Emma, stroking her offwhite wheaten terrier Bassey, “but there’s always
got to be the wow factor; always a hint of
glamour and luxury. That’s me.”
Emma leads the way towards her bedroom,
where the design theme is definitely deco –
“glamorous deco” insists Emma. “My bedroom
is my sanctuary. I can close the door and the
curtains and be anywhere in the world – London,
New York, Paris.” >

(clockwise from top left) Floor to ceiling doors, a polished concrete
floor and mirrored surfaces contribute to the feeling of space in the master
bedroom on the south-east corner of the house. A guest bedroom in a corner
of the downstairs office/workroom features a Vivienne Westwood Union Jack
hanging above the bed. Emma has a panoramic view over Arthur’s Point to
Coronet Peak and the Crown Range beyond from her cantilevered corner
bedroom. The “glamorous deco” bedroom features a 1930s glass and chrome
light fitting from the prewar passenger liner Normandie and a lacquer screen in
chocolate, black and apricot that Emma has mounted as a bedhead, both found
at the Paris flea market, Marché aux Puces.
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this page Emma used a couple of
architects to help flesh out her own
ideas for the design of her home and
office, built in Oamaru stone.

My favourite power tool or
kitchen appliance is: No one
should let me near a power tool,
but I’m great with the bar whiz
and make a mean mojito using
mint from the garden.
The best money I ever spent
was: On Bassey. She has been
my saviour – a truly special
wheaten terrier.
The best time of the week for
me is: Coming home after yoga.
The first thing I do when I
get home from work is: Light
a Diptyque Baies scented
candle; it is divine and magically
evaporates any stress.
The one thing you must do
when you visit is: Get out
on Lake Wakatipu – winter,
spring, summer or autumn
– it’s constantly changing and
awe-inspiring.
My favourite local shop is:
Angel Divine for my not-sosecret fashion indulgence.
Emma Gould
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In her en suite bathroom, green frosted glass
light fittings are mounted alongside a prewar
poster of the passenger liner Normandie –
launched in 1935 for the transatlantic service
and known for her lavish interiors. The lights
came from the ship, but the pièce de résistance
is an imposing art deco light fitting over the
bed, also from the Normandie and found in an
antiques shop in London.
Emma’s
sophisticated,
cosmopolitan
decorative scheme features furniture from
France (the polycarbonate Philippe Starck
dining suite), light fittings from New York,
upholstery from Italy (Rubelli damask),
stonework from local craftsmen and a swathe
of textiles from Germany. Her inspiration?
“Fashion, couture, movies. I simply love the
classics. Coco Chanel is a favourite.”
We take a peek at Emma’s office and work
space, below the living area. Rachael Clark,
Emma’s “right arm”, arrives, fabric samples in
hand. With her long black hair, she’s the yin to
Emma’s yang. Refreshments are fetched: coffee
for one, tea for the other.
“Emma’s forte is her attention to detail,” says
Rachael. “She’s got a completely different history
from most New Zealand interior designers.
She’s done things here no one would even have

seen a need for – bringing detail and glamour,
but also very practical solutions to the design.”
Emma Gould, then Emma Cole, started out
with an apprenticeship to the renowned David
Laws of Oliver Laws on London’s Savile Row
(“the high end of the market”), before branching
out on her own with Emma Cole Design. She
met her husband-to-be, Phil Gould, and
eventually followed him to New Zealand where
they built a home and business together.
And that’s where the fairy tale falters. In
2006 Emma’s fit and active husband died
suddenly of a heart attack, aged just 45. How to
carry on? “I kept working,” says Emma simply.
“When I’m working, I’m creating. It’s a way of
taking you out of yourself.”
In a guest room on the far side of the office,
a Vivienne Westwood wall hanging has pride of
place behind the bed. The fabric print is a
replica of the Union Jack flag, complete with
bloodstains and bullet holes. The juxtaposition
– iconic UK emblem against New Zealand view
– could apply to Emma herself. British at heart,
she admits she needs a good month every year
in the fashion, textile and design houses of
Europe. But, at the end of it, she’s more than
happy to return to the tussocks and snow drifts
of her Central Otago home. n
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